
Your value must be kept precious. 



                                            is a top-level premium safe made by 38-year-old 

Diplomat Safe’s high technology and skilled craftsmanship. It is an 

entirely different luxury safe in design and technology which can’t be 

compared with others.                                           looks simple but elegant 

with durability and security. Please experience the beauty of simplicity 

and security in                                           .



PLD7000BL Calacatta Royal PLD9000BL Walnut
PLD9000BL Titanium Black



Marble design panel is an Italian-made Porcelain which has 100% same feeling and look as genuine marble.
The harmony of elegant marble and cold feeling metal in                                              will infuse dignity into the space.

MARBLE 

PLD7000BL Nero Marquina PLD9000BL Calacatta Royal 



The 100% German made unique veneer shows a piece of beautiful nature. You can feel warm and soft texture of genuine wood. 
The wooden panel on the black colored safe will make your own space more dignified.

WOOD 

PLD7000BL Walnut PLD9000BL Smoked White Oak



Satin black or golden color stainless panel maximizes the simple and elegant beauty of                                              .  
You may experience an atmosphere of modern design and refinement in metal itself.

METAL

PLD7000BL Champaign Gold PLD9000BL Titanium Black



Under the Diplomat Safe design philosophy “Safe is Furniture”,                                               is an object designed in motif of high-end furniture. 
There is no externally exposed handle, electronic lock or any fixture in                                             .

Beauty of straight line by high-tech metal-processing 
skills and aesthetic atmosphere exist in every part of 
PALLADIUM.

12 pcs of shiny active bolts working to four directions
(top, bottom and sides) stand out vividly against satin- 
black colored safe body and frame. 

DESIGN

Luxury Furniture Design Safe Chrome-plated Shiny Active Bolts 
Placing tempered-glass touch panel and finger-print 
sensor on top of the safe, any physical component of 
locking system is not exposed outside. Ergonomically 
designed for easy opening and closing.

Finger-print Sensor / Touch Panel 



32 Finger prints allowed. Electronic Locking SystemDual

Security system integrated with most advanced security and IoT communication technology is strong enough 
to protect your valuables in                                             .

INTELLIGENCE

The IoT system monitors all the states of user’s safes such as 
opening/closing, impact, inside temperature, and humidity 

IoT System
32 different finger-prints can be registered in the system. The 
capacitive finger-print sensor offers excellent authentication 

Finger-print Authentication System
There are two kinds of independent electronic locking 
system in PALLADIUM. If the main-system doesn’t work 
properly, the sub-system operates and controls the safes. performance and can be used together with password system.and transfers to user’s mobile phone in real time.

Dual Electronic Locking System

Wi-Fi



60 min

When the safe is impacted from outside or tilted, inside alarm 
alerts and the alert is transferred to user’s mobile in real time. 

Insulation keeps the inside matters safe from high heat .

are equipped against outside attacks.

Active-bolt : 32mm

Stronger locking system

Three-fold steel frames with reinforcement plates and 12pcs of 32mm diameter active bolts protect the safe against outside attack. 
In addition,                                              proves 60 min fire resistance test under KS(Korean Industrial Standard) certification.

255 kg 32 mm 12 pcs 60 min

Weight Diameter of active-bolt Number of active-bolt Fire Class 

SECURITY

140mm thick 3-layer door frame keeps your 
Structure of three-fold door frame

12pcs of 32mm diameter active bolts tightly hold
the safe door.valuables safe.

4-way 12pcs of locking bolts Alert System 

60 min. Fire Resistance 

Relocking device and Anti-drill plate 



“The door is open.”
“The door is closed.”

When a safe opened, 6-LED lights turn on.

3-step slide rail drawer and tempered-glass shelf help the interior 
more spacious in use. 

Drawer works smoothly using 3 section pull out slide rail. 

5mm thick tempered-glass shelf screened with Palladium 
Logo installed and adjustable in height.

It help to use more conveniently.

Handle helps to open and close door easily.

You can efficiently keep your various kinds of valuables in the drawer and on the shelves of                                              . 

CONVENIENCE

6pcs of high luminance LED

Practical Interior 

Inside Drawer 

Tempered-Glass shelf 

Voice Guidance 

Built-in handle

In addition, voice guidance system gives more convenience.



PLD7000BL

PLD9000BL

COLOR

COLOR

Outside

Outside

H910 x W550 x D555 mm

H1110 x W550 x D555 mm

Weight

Weight

215kg

255kg

Inside

Inside

H658 x W388 x D360 mm

H858 x W388 x D360 mm

Capacity

Capacity

92ℓ

120ℓ

Drawer/Shelf

Drawer/Shelf

1pc / 2pcs

1pc / 3pcs

Fire Class 

Fire Class 

60paper

60paper

· H x W x D = Height x Width x Depth
· Height includes Plastic Feet of 8mm. 
· Depth includes Door Panel. 
· Weight depends on the material of the door panel. 

· H x W x D = Height x Width x Depth
· Height includes Plastic Feet of 8mm. 
· Depth includes Door Panel. 
· Weight depends on the material of the door panel. 

Smoked White OakNero Marquina Titanium BlackCalacatta Royal Champaign GoldWalnut

Smoked White OakNero Marquina Titanium BlackCalacatta Royal Champaign GoldWalnut

SPECIFICATIONS  

910

555

550

1110

555

550
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